WE ARE LOOKING FOR A DESIGN INTERN

Do you want to use your talent for design and storytelling to make a real, positive difference in the world?

Perfect. We’re looking for a design intern that wants to help us in our mission to regreen Africa and cool down the planet.

Job description: Design intern
Starting date: September 2023 (earlier start date also possible!)
Duration: Minimum 4 months
Hours a week: 32-40 per week
Education level: Vocational Education or University of Applied Science
Years of experience needed: 0
Salary gross per months: €300,-
Field: Visual Design, Marketing & Communications
Location: Amsterdam (working remote is possible in consultation)

ABOUT JUSTDIGGIT

We believe that if we can warm up the planet, we can also cool it down. Together with farmers, pastoralists and local partners, we cool down the planet by regreening dry and degraded land in Africa.

We also believe that the powerful combination of nature, tech and positive storytelling can help shape an abundant and climate-resilient future for all people and animals. That’s why we combine indigenous and cost-effective nature-based solutions with data, communication and (mobile) technology in our projects. We want to let the world know that nature-based solutions can be key to mitigating climate change, whilst inspiring the world to dig in and join this global regreening movement.

Let’s cool down the planet, together!
WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

For this internship, it’s important that you:

- Are at least in the 2nd year of your creative study and are looking for a challenging internship
- Are enrolled at a creative vocational school or University of Applied Sciences (such as Grafisch lyceum, Artemis, NEW school of Communicatie & Multimedia Design or Hogeschool van de Kunsten)
- Have an affinity with our green mission
- Have a good command of Adobe CC: Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere Pro
- Have experience editing videos
- Are fluent in either Dutch or English, spoken and written
- Are eager to learn and want to have a hands-on internship

It would be nice if you have some experience with Adobe After Effects and/or illustrations, but it is not required. A desire to help regreen the planet and a creative eye is way more important!

WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING?

As our new design intern, you will help make our story come alive! You are the go-to person when it comes to turning ideas and sometimes abstract or technical concepts into easy-to-understand visual material that moves and engages people. You will support our Art Director, Designer and Marketing & Communications team in every possible form of visual communication, both online and offline. This means on Monday, you might design a cool video for social media, while on Tuesday and Wednesday, your creative vision is needed to help create amazing billboards that convince farmers in Tanzania to dig in with us! Other tasks include creating presentations for colleagues, editing videos, designing the newsletter, creating a newspaper ad and contributing to marketing strategies and awareness campaigns.

And if you would like to develop yourself by doing something else, don’t hesitate to ask us! We’re open to all your creative ideas during this internship. It is a very versatile internship and you will be given a lot of responsibility and get an important role within the team.
WHAT DO WE OFFER?

Besides a really diverse job (not a single day is the same!) and making an important contribution to a great mission, we have more to offer you:

- Good work experience in a fast-growing non-profit organisation
- A valuable addition to your CV
- Work in a fun, motivated and informal team in the centre of Amsterdam
- Free and delicious lunch at the office
- Internship allowance of €300, - based on 40 hours per week (working remotely is possible in consultation)

APPLY NOW!

We are committed to building a team that includes and welcomes people of different genders, ethnicities, faiths, sexual orientations, and other diverse backgrounds.

If you are interested in this position please send your CV and cover letter to info@justdiggit.org.
Do you have any questions about this vacancy? Please contact our office on telephone number: 020 737 23 66